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The gallery was stiflingly hot, and the crush was on for gin 

and tonic. Greeted by the authentic tones of legendar y

Christchurch jazz musicians, Stu Buchanan and Dougall

Canard, who were providing the soundtrack,I proceeded 

to search everywhere for Rudolf's exhibition. It's not that I

hadn't seen the huge billboard. Recognised it, in fact, as the

same dissatisfied heroine who had graced the exterior of 

The Physics Room in 2000. But I was looking for his distinctive

brand of New Zealand modernism - the instantly recognizable

pop art pieces, the brightly coloured screen prints, the Kiwiana

and the insistent repetition.

This time the billboard shows more of the waif, slightly less

supersized than the outdoor version but still cinematic and

grainy, the eye drawn to the almost obscene exposure of the

intimacy of the nape of her neck.

So m e h ow you can almost taste the melancholy, the re s i g n at i o n

and the eponymous dissatisfaction,but this time, we were

witness to her weapon - this is e xtreme dissatisfaction.

In one room there was a video, a matey front porch discussion

between Rudolf Boelee and musician/writer Roy Montgomery.

They share a beer and spin yarns , talk about the old days.

The video is looped, echoing the circularity these nostalgic

conversations can take.

The third part of The Ambiguous Image, her dissatisfaction_

is a collaboration by Rudolf Boelee and the Crown Lynn 

New Zealand Collective, which relocated aspects of earlier

exhibitions into the Physics Room,and in to more of a personal

trajectory into Rudolf's life, environment and influences.

Far from his native Holland, Rudolf Boelee ended up in

Christchurch in the late 1970's. The synchronicity of things

soon had him moving in the same circles as a variety of other

like-minded souls. It was during this time that he met partner

Robyne Voyce.

Rudolf met people living their lives through their bedr oom

fantasies, living in their heads, through their headphones,

their music collections, their dissatisfaction with suburban

Christchurch. Trapped in suburbia,lost in their own worlds,

these people found solace in music, art, theatre, in a unity

of purpose and aesthetic.

In the exhibition there are allusions to pop culture, cinema 

and music, from the jazz band playing at the opening, to the

confluence of Boelee's arrival in Christchurch with a flourishing

punk music scene. The cinematic theme of the billboard

combines with the documentary-style filmed con versation,

the jazz soundtrack,and the virtual billboards displayed.

This aspect of the exhibition, ten photographs of local

buildings onto which virtual billboards were placed, are real

Christchurch buildings, not tourist monuments to our gothic

heritage, but office buildings, utilitarian high rises, reimagined

with giant billboards, bearing seminal scenes from new wave

cinema instead of advertising slogans and consumables.

All shows are an attempt to explain something. All exhibitions

are the staging of something, a cumulative gig. And the gig 

is something else, something always unknowable. Rudolf told

me that the art exhibition is ultima tely a selfish act - the show

as therapy - but to me the themes of the exhibition were

more universal - a love story, an ode to friendship, longing 

and belonging.

Keiller MacDuff

her dissatisfaction_

Rudolf Boelee in collaboration.

Matthew Ayton, Stu Buchanan, Dougall Canard,

Maria Langley, Roy Montgomery, Christine Rockley,

Brian Shields, Robyne Voyce.

Whether wild with joy or wra c ked with guilt, m e d i cal science

tells us, it is elect ri cal impulses that course through the 

body to dete rmine emotional state s.The biolog i cal proce s s

h oweve r, n ever feels that precise to its ow n e r. It isn’t sensible 

or co nt rollable like the te c h n o l og i cal elect ri cal sys tems we 

a re able to use in daily life. The wo rds ‘d i re ct line’ s u g g e s t

i m m e d i ate and absolute acce s s, u n l i ke a party line or exte n s i o n

n u m be r. Th e re’s no group discussion or set of po s s i b i l i t i e s,

‘d i re ct line’ suggests co m p rehension and coo pe rat i o n , pe rfe ct

co m m u n i cat i o n .This co l l e ction of drawings by eight art i s t s

s h ows many emotional nuances of the brain are co m p l ex 

and difficult to understand or pre d i ct . Th ey exist in narrat i ve s

i nvolving other sets of co m p l ex feelings and can be

ex pe ri e n ced vica riously as well as dire ct l y.

Ann Shelton’s portrait drawings deal with emotions of anger,

threat and vulnerability felt by her subjects . These bare

sketches suggest the expressive self-portrait of an imaginary

character, and a narrative of conflict. Mirrors reflecting the

subject explore an assertion of identit y. Also suggesting a

narrative, Stella Corkery’s underground-cool girl-pop figures,

hand drawn on paper attached to shiny mesh like backg ro u n d s

stylishly create the radical chic of an art-school pop band.

The pouty expressions and vulnerable postures of the subject

are threatened by polished finger nails from ab ove, seeming 

to come through the back of the picture itself and about to

tear through the mesh.

Violet Faigan’s portraits move more serenely, a series that

lift beautifully off the floor into the air, faces unheld by

frame or body are left floating lightly against the wall.

Ascension is suggested by the framed works on the floor 

in heavy colour giving way to lighter pastel drawings on 

paper invisibly attached higher up. There are elements of 

the traditional portrait: recognisable individuals with a

particular expression of emotion,as well as a more

experimental approach to installation.

Jad Fair’s landscapes are exuberant expressions of both joy

and anger, drawn lightly on paper in felt pen.Like children’s

book illustrations, they capture an emotion completely,

dividing them into opposing panels and denying any nar rative

treatment of emotion. Graham Mcfelin’s stunningly outlandish

art often suggests more with one gesture than seemingly

more complex artworks, a strike in the memory that resurfaces

for months. Also denying narrative, his twinked-out cigarette

packet suggests a mistake that can’t be undone. Allan Holt’s

trembling, amorphous ghosts float before a wavy background

amongst letters spelling out moods.

We see though the eyes of the voyeur in Kirsty Cameron’s

landscape drawings of climactic extremes;from a lightning

storm sketched in crazy fascination to the practical resignation

of a man leaving a partially submerged car. While the lightning

suggests artwork from a psychiatric ward, the man suggests 

a television viewer’s fascination with extremes of experience.

These drawings collapse the accepted and excluded voyeur,

the psychiatric patient and the weather channel addict.

Simon Cumin’s voyeurs are two flies, two carefully drawn,

green bodied, red-eyed beauties that look on from either 

side as two smaller black flies hump each other busily .

The vile voyeur reveres the dirt.

In this show artist/curator Violet Faigan brought together 

8 artists whose drawings address heart-felt emotions from

remorse to jubilation while referencing the many contexts 

in which drawing occurs.

Alastair Crawford

No direct line from my brain to my hear t

Drawings by 8 artists . Curated by Violet Faigan
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No direct line from my brain to my hear t

Alan Holt, Simon Cumin, Stella Corkery, Violet Faigan
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